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About This Game

He's back! The American President is locked and loaded for his second term.
This time he must find the source of the ultimate evil corruption. And destroy it.

Better weapons, better graphics, better music, better everything!

Battle your way through the city streets of Chicago to the jungles of Africa fighting
terrorists, fascists, fake News media and evil globalists.

Get help from supporters and cabinet members like vice President Pence.
Equip new devastating weapons like the super shotgun and rocket launcher!

Defend yourself with the all new plasma shield.

Side scrolling action like never before. Jump, duck, dodge and blast your way through or use your smart phone and call in an air
strike!

But beware of the opposition as then will do anything to try and take you down.
This is it. The final battle of good vs evil is in your hands. Good luck.
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OS: Windows 7
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Very fun and spooky game, but 9 year old me crapped my pants when I first played it back in 2012, so I'll never forgive
you...(Man those were my favorite pants)...

Score-Spooky/10. needs more players. Lets get this straight. I don't play poker or any other games similar to that in real life nor
did i ever like the idea of playing. But:

+This game is awesome! Firstly i got it on sale for 5euro (Premium Edition).
+Easy to learn even for noobs like me. (Has a full tutorial about poker)
+Its not JUST poker..its poker with Storyline!
+Combines the storyline and buying stuff(hats for your character,houses for rent) with the thrill of playing a card game.
+Has achievements which even for me are fun!
+Time passes nicely

-No multiplayer :(. Such a fun game. Improve your marketing Demimonde/Squeenix.. Let me start by saying, READ THE FAQ.
It gives you the controls, and what you have to do. The game is a lot more fun once you figure that out! The game itself is
fantastic, especially since it only costs 4 bucks! It's essentially an escape game, where you gotta avoid traps and monsters. It's
very simple, yet really entertaining! Even though the maze isn't randomly generated, the game still has huge replayability
because the mazes are enormous, and you always spawn in a different section. Furthermore, there are two mazes to choose
from, and every game you get 2 random powerups out of 20 that change how you have to approach the maze. Definitely worth
having in your library!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODCPkaWVpZo&list=PLKMxTuqznyPPiAyiuZUgmJhEnLUWWMvXJ&index=1
Check out my video if you want to check out the game. Also finished the first maze!. Overall I do like the game.
Gameplay/graphics wise it reminds me of old school PS2 games. The fun factor is through the roof. Flying around at high speed
and carving up an enemy like tur-duc-ken is a blast.
That having been said I have some gripes and warnings for people going to play it.
The default settings are horrible. Added bonus it wouldn't let me edit some of the settings in config until the 3rd time I opened
it. No idea why. If it doesn't let you set it to full screen under config->HUD just play a bit in horrible windowed mode and come
back to it later, or close and re-open a couple times.
The controls for mouse/keyboard are horrible. I considered returning it for that alone but then I connected my xbox 360
controller and blinked and the sun was coming up.... so yeah... use a controller. I don't think this game was made with
mouse/keyboard in mind despite the menus.
Lastly I almost think the multiplayer tag should be removed. It doesn't take long to "unlock" multiplayer. With that said when I
tried to go into the multi-player area it said steam was offline so I couldn't. It most certainly wasn't. So I'll have to look up that
error.
But even as a single player game when I was expecting a multi-player game I have thoroughly enjoyed it and wasted far more
time than I should have. :-D. I have known about this game since it came out in RPGMaker back in 2012. I fell in love with it
right away. Great story. Great gameplay, and above all else, loads of fun when you discover stuff. It was so surprising to see The
Witch's House return back in 2018 after all of its former glory had been forgotten about. I gladly purchased the game, and
played through it again, and even defeated Extra Difficulty.
The new art revamp is absurdly detailed, and is amazingly correlated with graphical interface (No lag). It is a beautiful game just
like I remembered it back from 2012. Someone who hadn't heard about The Witch's House will certainly feel the same way I
did back in 2012.
Another great thing is how Fummy fixes things from the past. There were some puzzle elements in 2012 that were a little too
difficult to figure out without looking it up online. And now I think Fummy added small add-ins and redesigns here and there to
make sure it never happened again. I feel it is fairly obvious what you should be doing when you reach any point in the puzzle
solving realm. To add to that, they even included a few more death scenes that weren't in 2012, so it kept things a bit fresh.
As mentioned earlier, there is an Extra's Mode difficulty that can be unlocked after beating the game once. The puzzles changed
significantly, and made me rethink what I was doing, even as a veteran player. I was so happy to see Fummy take into
consideration the return of veterans. There is still content for us.

I do have a few things to criticize however.
For one, I feel like The Witch's House suffers from a lack of detailed item descriptions. When you investigate something, it
really feels like there was no personality put behind the main character's thoughts because everything is described in a "formal
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and factual" manner. (Ex: "A thick, lush tree." "Got the (item)." "Eerie vines crawl on the wall."). I wouldn't be surprised if you
found yourself skipping those descriptions out of boredom until you come across something interesting that allows you to
advance in the game. Sure, maybe for the purposes of story it was kept that way, but I still feel like it wasn't executed very well.
Item descriptions should've given more personality to us so that players don't just skip over everything because they don't want
to read all of the boring, irrelevant details.
Another thing I have to add is how unfair some of the deaths in The Witch's House can be. Sure, there is a fun aspect in finding
out how the main characters gets brutally killed in silly ways. There are even some deaths you have to go out of your way to find
because it will never be obvious on the surface. But I feel like for some people, it can be a bit frustrating to suddenly die from
something when there was no real warning or given hint for the solution. This is especially prevalent in Extra Difficulty near the
end. It seems there is just too much trial and error when it comes to trying to not die when progressing the game. There
should've been some more incentives for deaths that are unexpected.
Lastly, I feel the ending sequences are all basically the same. You will find that many people say there are "lots of different
endings". And while that is technically true, it really isn't "true" in terms of actual digestible content. The exact same thing
happens in every scenario, no matter which "ending" you go down. The only real difference is if the ending sequence confirms
(or doesn't confirm) the player's suspicions if they were paying attention to the story during gameplay. No matter which
"ending" you get, the most you will get out of it is a few sentences of dialogue change. This is a sore thumb to stick out of in the
Extra Difficulty ending because there is literally only one word that gets added. This makes replay-ability a bit difficult because
you'll find the exact same thing at the end every time. It feels that after one playthrough, it won't ever be as satisfying again, and
there is very little left to see afterwards.

Overall, I really love The Witch's House, and it is an excellent game for anyone who likes horror and puzzle solving. It's easy on
the eyes, and is very fun to play for newcomers and veterans alike.

. wtf is this
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worst thing ever there are nobody in it, you dont know what to do and even if you do you cant do it so its just another one of
thoese games. Fans seem to be torn about this one, but personally I found it enjoyable. Not the most challenging or engaging of
the Nancy Drew games, but it's the only one where we get to see River Heights and spend this much time with Ned, Bess, and
George. On top of that the characters were interesting and the game mechanics of switching between Nancy and her friends was
a fun change. Perhaps not brilliant, but a pleasant experience all in all.. abandoned, sadly, as it had something going for it. game
seems unfinished or slightly bugged. some of the achievements dont track the progress. fences are breaking constantly, stopping
time advance every time, making game less playable the more of them u have, u need to manually repair them all the time,
MEGA annoying. it is almost impossible to get healthy crops, it seems that there always have to be some kind of disease
decreasing yield. ( talking only 1 or 0.5 star crops here)... besides that game is quite nice. Take control of a miniture Titan,
purging mutant warp spawned llamas in the name of our glorius Emperor of Mankind. This twin stick shooter has everything a
Warhammer 40k fan could ask for... Bolters, Flamers, Kraken missles, even Helfrost weaponry... it's so rare to see that in a 40k
game though.

Though it's not too high on content, it is VERY fun, and that is enough.. Tricky one. Not recommending the game because of
complicated controls would be the wrong thing to do. This is not an arcade game so it isn`t a "pick up and play" kinda affair.
Having watched Youtube videos where people can effectively use the controls to rip ♥♥♥♥ up, me not being able to enjoy the
game instantly, and I assume many other with less than 2 hours of game time, is not the games fault, rather peoples impatience.

I am contemplating a refund myself at this time. It feels there is a really great game here but I am not sure if I am smart enough
to get the most out of it. Little improvements that could help me is being able to set a deadzone for my controller. Usually I use
Durazno but unfortunately that doesn`t work with Unity based games. I understand that there is a way to do this through Steam
itself but last time I tried, I messed things up even more :/

The ingame tutorial could be better imo, as could the key rebinding {or at least having a more fleshed out control scheme during
the loading screen or something}. When I try to figure the buttons out, I usually check the key rebindings but I believe they are
only shown before starting the game, and U need to know which buttons ar named accordingly [button 1,2,3,... rather than RT,
X, B,...)

There is a lot that this game does right, I am certain, but it is learning a new language with the stress of a 2 hour timer ticking in
the background. Perhaps a bare bones DEMO with just 1 ramp and a really great tutorial could ease people into the game.

I will definitely follow up on the updates that this game brings regardless and perhaps we will bump into eachother one day on
the piste.

Edit: I played around with the Graphic Settings, using FRAPS to make sure I have a good and consistent framerate. I had it at
the sweetspot I believe where I had 60fps, yet with vsync on I still was getting screen tears. Again, without the timer ticking in
the background perhaps I could have found what the issue was. Just passing the info forward as is.

Edit2: My decision to actually review the game and consequently labeling it as "recommended" was to balance out the many
negative reviews. Marking it as such due to one's own incompetence and blaming the game (complicated controls) which many
have done, has brought the overall score to "mixed" rather than positive which I do believe the game deserves.
It's a surprisingly difficult game which seems to catch people off guard, perhaps in part due to the veterans who mastered the
controls and make it look easy. They have a nice bunch of people on their discord whoms enthusiasm is infectious and who also
share some sick videos making me itchy to give it another try and master the game myself.
I will most likely buy back into this experience after the steam sale is over and seeing that the developer is very active, the game
itself which is relatively bare bones will get some more meat.
So in short, if one is patient enough to stick with the game and accepts the lack of ragdoll, content and polish that AAA games
bring, there seems to be a real diamond hidden underneath.. DO NOT BUY.

While the game has some interesting elements and occasionally hilarious dialogue, the cons outweigh the pros. The "organic,
intuitive" hint system is arbitrary at best, providing least help for difficult puzzles and excessive help for easy ones. It's also
incapable of telling how much you have already solved.

Much worse than that is the terrible handling of an extremely interesting plot. Aside from terrible pacing and difficulty knowing
where to go next at times for story progression, the most important and crucial revelations are revealed through sudden,
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unexpected dialogue options or unintuitive question choices. Solemn and important scenes are switched into humor or blase
gameplay so quickly that you have no time to process the emotional signifigance. Certain questions arise about the main plot -
huge questions - that are either answered in the bonus content or not at all.

Puzzle answers are just obvious enough to frustrate the player when their solution fails to work and then are told by the hint
system to do exactly what they've done. Some very interesting puzzles are handled so poorly that instead of admiring the system
you curse whoever wrote it.

 Scenes provide enormous eyecandy that you cannot interact with, and then numerous repeated items that you CAN click but
have no point. Achieving 100% completeion takes either several playthroughs or use of a guide (I can confidently say I would
never have finished without a guide due to the unintuitiveness of some puzzles), without content changing a bit. The bonus
content is decent but not a selling point.

All told, this game is at best a sub-par, disappointing waste of great potential. Not terrible, but could just be so much better.

Version 1.1:
The newest version 1.1 is now ready for download. Please uninstall older version first.
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